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THE EXPEDITION INTO THE DISCIPLINES

Nigel Frith

PART ONE:  THE SUBMISSION OF THE SUBJECT

The Processes of Discipline

In the good old days pupils and apprentices would study models and imitate them. The study 
could be of oratory, music, dancing, cabinet-making, life-drawing, the models could be texts, 
scores, dancing-masters, chairs, nudes. And at first the imitation might be comically inept. Even so, 
it might have charm. But, charm or not, being inept, the student would have to return to studying 
the model more closely, submitting to the rules of the discipline and trying to be true to them: a 
laborious process, just as developing the body in the gym is a laborious process. And after a few 
months of this, the process could make the student’s work stilted and lifeless, clogged or paralysed 
because they were having to render all at once quick-thinking, skilful motion and detailed 
referencing. A natural process, though. Babies use this system to learn Human. Humanists 
classified it as imitatio. And so the training in imitatio would go on regardless, in an 
apprenticeship, for instance, taking seven years, until from the Submission of the Subject, the 
Absorption of Tradition and a growing Understanding of the Realities, the skill becomes 
spontaneous and the product shows flare- even charm! The pupil or apprentice then produces their 
“masterpiece”, goes out into the world an assured professional, and knows, as Alexander Pope put 
it, when speaking of learning to use metres: 

“True ease in writing comes from art, not chance, 
As those move easiest who have learnt to dance.” 
In the Catalogue of the Nigel Frith Archive, this process of imitatio is reflected in a variety of 

works, in pursuit of whose disciplines Frith experiences the Submission of the Subject, the 
Absorption of Tradition and a growing Understanding of Realities. While still at Oxford he 
employed imitatio on the troubadour tradition of Medieval chivalry, and was soon schooled in no 
mean terms in the Submission of the Subject (him). When in the next stage he used imitatio to 
explore the Humanist forms of the Ancient West, he was further schooled at greater length in the 
Absorption of Tradition. He then went East. (It is possible in modern English to undertake imitatio 
of Eastern forms, because the scholarship of the Renaissance, having brought back the study of 
Greece and Rome, went on to enlighten Europe with translations from Araby and Persia in the 
seventeenth century, India in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century, and in the twentieth 
century China and Japan. The works in the Catalogue reflect this extension, with the attempts on 
the Western tradition generally occupying the years 1957-1974 and the Eastern 1975-1996). 

The Catalogue of the Nigel Frith Archive was part of a London University dissertation for a 
Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science, as achieved with distinction by William Man 
in 2014. He spent weeks buried in cupboards and boxes sorting through the fonds, and identifying 
all the typescripts and manuscripts in the drawers, shelves, plastic bags and suitcases, in the classic 
archival style of the state in which they were discovered. To help William with the dates for the 



catalogue, Nigel wrote for him an autobiographical sketch, with a dated list of the works which 
had been published or performed. This Introduction is an expansion of that. It gives the numbers 
of the items whose provenance is outlined as they appear in the Catalogue, and the Catalogue can 
also be accessed in this section on the website.  

In the Introduction’s latter parts, and in those of the Catalogue, there are sections on a 
project called Pangaia, an enterprise conceived in 1976 and spelt out in a 1988 appendix to Frith’s 
fifth published epic. The project entails the imitatio of Homer’s method of representing history, 
and the application of this to history entire. Neoclassical critics called this practice “celestial 
machinery”, in that it parallels the human narrative with a background of immortal concerns, and 
a view of history sub specie aeternitatis. Two good illustrations of its employment are the use of 
Olympian gods in the Greek Iliad and of the Himalayan deities in the Indian Mahabharata. 
Encompassing the gods as the agents of history, or personifying the processes of history as gods, 
the methodology yields an algebra for the Science of Panhistory, and leads to a growing 
Understanding of the Realities. Such are the forays of The Expedition into the Disciplines.

The Subject to Start

Nigel Frith came up to Oxford in 1960, to study English Language and Literature at St Catherine’s 
College, nourishing an interest in artistry of many kinds. He was predisposed by background and 
schooling to favour three familiar arts, and the Sheldonian Theatre, the Oxford Playhouse and the 
Radcliffe Camera fostered these, while the High and the old Indian Institute drew him into others. 

Frith was the son of an artillery officer, and grew up in the war as an army brat, then an 
army cadet in the CCF and a school prefect in an army school, who relished tradition and parading 
around in uniforms. His co-educational boarding school was Windsor School, Hamm, Germany, 
set not in gracious parkland but in the middle of a railway-network of marshalling yards, and 
adapted from a German barracks. The CCF uniform Frith found hairy and boring, and preferred 
the costumes of school plays, strutting around in chain mail on the boards and penning heroic 
dramas about Alexander the Great. The military drills were thus supplemented with the theatrical 
drills of fencing, standing up straight, intoning verse and throwing the voice to the back of the 
house in order to give an impression of a Renaissance aristocrat. (This was the Fifties, note. By the 
time of the Sixties a thought-provokingly proletarian style was fashionable for all ranks of 
nobility).

Born in Northamptonshire in 1941 of a metropolitan father and a local mother, Frith was 
conceived in London during the Blitz. The marriage had been on St Valentine’s Day in Rothwell, 
Northants, but the honeymoon took place in the principal’s lodgings of the City and Guilds Arts 
School in Kennington, with the sound of bombs accompanying the nuptials. Frith was born nine 
months later. This is attested in the memoire of his father, Derrick, who was later posted to Naples 
and the Italian Campaign, which resulted in a fatherless gap of a year or so for the boy, as was the 
common experience of war-children. 

Travelling with his mother Jess in the first batch of family personnel to sail to the continent 
after the war, the infant Frith was transferred from ration-cowed Britain to the poverty-stricken 
towns of Allied-occupied Austria and Italy, and later in the Fifties, as the bomb-sites were being 
cleared, to the BFES school of the BAOR, which is to say the British Forces Education Service under 
the British Army of the Rhine. As the British Empire still existed, the area of the globe under British 
rule was at its maximum extent, and not unnaturally Frith was rejoiced with a sense of recognition, 
when he first looked into E.V Rieu’s translation of the Iliad. This relish of the epic, the most military 
of styles, developed further when, on returning to England and the Cotswolds in 1959, he 
continued to star in heroic parts in Shakespearean school-plays, and added a Burford version of 
Brutus to the Hamlet and Macbeth of his previous Hamm-acting.

Before Derrick Frith had been impelled into the British army by a 1937 stay in Nazi Austria, 
he had been a sculptor. Working in the trade of monumental sculptor on colleges in Oxford and on 



government and Crown buildings in London, Derrick was in a long line of sculptors going back to 
great-great-grandfathers, when he worked as an apprentice in the firm W.S. Frith & Son. The firm 
had been founded by Derrick’s grandfather, W.S. Frith of the New Sculpture School, who was the 
co-founder and sculpture-master of Britain’s first and still-existing sculpture department, at the 
City and Guilds Arts School in Kennington. And W.S. Frith and his brood of famous pupils, 
including Drury, Pomeroy and Frampton, produced the monumental sculpture that celebrated the 
Empire on Buckingham Palace, Admiralty Arch and Whitehall. Nigel Frith as a teenager would do 
jobbing work in the studio in Burford or up on scaffolding around the Sheldonian Theatre in 
Oxford, the first with a chisel on stone, the other modelling with a mixture of copper wire, stone-
dust and ciment fondue. 

Another discipline, however, was manifest in Frith’s grandmother, Margaret Gough, who 
had been the secretary of George Moore and Yeats, when they were producing work for Dublin’s 
Abbeygate Theatre and the Irish Revival, and herself had published translations of authors of the 
new realist school, such as Turgenev. Having discovered that her grandson, as well as sketching, 
was trying to write verse plays inspired by Eliot, Anouilh and Fry, she gave him the old “Empire” 
Typewriter on which she had typed Moore and Yeats, and urged him, “You want to be a writer, so, 
write!” Frith set about mastering the clattering instrument, which was a discipline itself; it required 
much force in the fingers, which had the effect of drying up spontaneity, a familiar feature of all 
attempts at the disciplines. Such being the background in two areas of Frith’s infancy and one of 
his school-days, it was understandable that in his last year of secondary education, he should 
hesitate whether to continue his studies in art school, drama school or university, and decided to 
go for the hardest challenge first, and continue with the others on the side.  

The Wearing of Styles

Frith came up to Oxford when undergraduates were wearing flannels and tweed. He went down 
when it was students in blue jeans. The Kitchen Sink Revolution had arrived, and Anouilh and Fry 
and their stylish school of theatre had been ditched in favour of thought-provoking proletarianism, 
which did not suit everybody in Oxford. 

Frith had got going on the academic requirements of university study, which included 
studying the epic of Milton and translating that of Vergil and Beowulf, but he also signed up for 
continuing his theatrical hobby, playing a nonentity (though noble) in the OUDS Major of Richard 
II, and taking the lead on the French tour. The costumes for this production were those from the 
Old Vic version starring John Neville, and Richard had about five changes of costume until he 
ended up in his prison shirt. A 1400s style of tunic and tights has a manly silhouette that can 
support breastplates, heraldic jackets and, when talking to ladies, pleated black velvet court dress 
with gold chains, and merely wearing all this glamour uplifted the character, whether of sword-
swinging warrior, devout mass-attender or swooning wooer in Medieval mould. Speaking the 
blank verse of Shakespeare’s nobles, moreover, which admixes courtesy, kindliness and vigour, 
also has an affect on the personality. And for Frith and his cast-mates, it wasn’t attractive suddenly 
to have to start shuffling about on stage with a po-faced phoney proletarian accent, merely to join 
in what was supposed to be a Revolution. 

So he and his pals decided to try to maintain glamour and nobility, and since one of his 
friends, Andrew Geddes, had a nice set of rooms in 55 Holywell, where a double-door opening 
from one room to another afforded a proscenium arch, they founded the 55 Club, and on 
Wednesday evenings held gluhwein soirées, which filled the double-door stage with short plays 
by Moliere, Sheridan or Fielding or lieder recitals, and everyone wearing evening dress. The 
concoction was popular, and when over time Number 55 was no longer available, the 55 Club 
moved to Bob Scott’s galleried rooms in Merton College, and after its founders had all gone down, 
continued in Christ Church. Some years later Frith went to one there and when he was barred at 
the door with an imperious “Are you a member?”, “No, I’m a founder,” got him in. 



Championing the stand of the Glamourites against the Revolutionaries, Frith also 
composed and directed a series of swashbuckling plays in blank verse, using historical subjects 
and a flamboyant stagey style of acting. The University Dramatic Society, OUDS, was a kindly 
patron to all student endeavours, and Professor Neville Coghill agreed to be the senior member for 
Frith’s Robin Hood Organisation, which mounted pseudo-Medieval street productions and played 
in the merry greenwoods of panache. 

Performing in the street outside St John’s and being pelted with tomatoes by indignant 
Revolutionaries, the company developed a bellowing sort of acting that needed to be scaled down 
for work in the ordinary theatre, even for garden productions of Shakespeare! The Oberon of John 
Watts, coming so soon after his street-bellowing Robin Hood, needed the tempering which his 
exquisite talent was quick to supply. And the rest of the casts of Frith’s plays which included many 
others who followed John into the luvvie professions, such as Ciaran Madden, Sheridan Morley, 
Lynn Barber, Giles Block, Maria Aitken, were quick to make sensible adjustments for their 
subsequent careers. 

Over this period of his studies, and during a spell earning serious money as an actor in 
Chicago, Frith sported all told the Medieval delicacy of the costumes of Richard II in Lyons’ 
Theatre des Celestins, the modern army uniforms of a pistol-toting Augustus, on a Youth Theatre 
tour of Julius Caesar in Berlin’s Hebbel-Theater, a humble mechanic’s garb in Worcester College 
Gardens for Bottom in Coghill’s Dream, a marvellous green Ruritanian uniform with quilted lining 
tailor-made at Nathan’s for Fortinbras, in a Chicago season starring Robert Hardy and Dame 
Eileen Atkins, and, for Peter Dews’ Oxford Playhouse Gala of a matinee-and-evening Henry IV 
Parts One & Two, Richard Burton’s old Prince Hal costume of rusty chainmail and stained tights. 

University Performances of early dramatic work 
E/ Lambert Simnel, a verse comedy, given a reading by OTG at Edinburgh Fringe club, 1961
E/2/1  Donald Does his Bit, a verse comedy from Border Ballads, given as a moved reading 

by OUDS in the Hall of Trinity College, 1962 
E/2/2  Robin Hood Rides Again, verse-and-prose street-theatre one-acter from Medieval Ballads, 

performed outdoors in St Giles, Oxford 1962, (Ciaran Madden Maid Marion, 
John Watts Robin Hood, Giles Block the Sheriff, Sheridan Morley Friar Tuck) and 
on tour on Riverside, Stratford 1963, (Peter Logan stage design)

Photos relating to Robin Hood Rides Again 

Papers and Paintings Relating to Family Background
L/7       Sonnet as an Introduction to a Talk by the George Moore scholar, Dr Brendan Fleming, on 

the Career of Grandmother Margaret Gough, given to the Matinee-Soirée Society, 
Oxford, 2011

L/6 Sonnet and Leaflet about the Career of Grandfather, E.S. Frith, and
Paintings of the Oxford Work of E.S. Frith as prepared for a talk on the subject to 

the Friends of Old Headington, 2014
Photos Relating to Family Background 

The Medieval Discipline of the Love-lyric

The process of imitatio involves the two aspects of study and practice. In the first the artefact is 
experienced and analysed; in the second attempts are made at reproducing it in new work. It is 
similar to the practice of learning a language, when the text needs to be translated from the foreign 
tongue into the native, and also from the native tongue into the foreign. Competence comes from 
this seesaw process of absorption and recreation. But as the student becomes proficient and the 
learning deepens, the personality also expands, which is often encouraged as part of the process. 
In order to be able to sound natural in Mandarin, a certain polite laughing tone needs to be 



employed. The beautiful little girl in the house next door, when she speaks her mother’s French, 
sways into graceful postures, then back to a gentle stodginess when she returns to her school-girl 
English. Imitatio is thus the process not just of acquisition and practice, but of piloting the 
personality into strange demesnes- a process not without perils. 

Alone in his digs working on his writing, Frith had decided that if he wanted to be an 
author in the traditional mode, he had better imitate Vergil’s method of disciplining himself for the 
epic, by first mastering the love-poetry of the idyll. He therefore started looking about for an 
equivalent English love poet who could be studied as a good model. The style of Shakespeare and 
the Elizabethans could be rather too ornate for a satisfactorily basic style, and that of the Romantics 
a bit too pious and soppy, so he decided to imitate the plain, elegant but musical verse of Chaucer, 
the “well of English undefiled”. 

Training himself, like a squire in Chivalry, to express hopeless love in hopeless iambic 
pentameter, he went at it doggedly, not fully aware of what inner change he was awaking. 
Speaking like a Renaissance noble, and wearing Medieval armour had already added a 
sprezzatura correction to the natural sloppiness of his demeanour, and coaxing his unconscious to 
use, in protestations of courtly love, the balanced style of Chaucer’s Anglo-Saxon-plus-courtly-
French, could not but further extend his personality. It did not matter that he did not believe in the 
feelings of his models. As with most modern youths courtly love evoked only a knowing sneer. He 
sided with Mercutio rather than Romeo. Yet as he was imitating Chaucer’s verse, he writing 
weekly essays on Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde for his tutor, Chesney Horwood, and appreciating 
Nevill Coghill’s assessment, that Troilus and Criseyde was the best novel in English, as he found it 
superbly constructed with a masterly plot, marvellous scenes both humorous and romantic, and 
told in elegant and melodious verse. But then something happened, all of a sudden, in a sonnet: 

Once to love’s words for a tutorial bent 
On Chaucer’s couple in the Trojan night, 
Scoffing to read about the lovers’ plight- 
By Cupid speared in a staged tournament!- 
I rashly sneered at Troilus’ ravishment 
By black-clad widow in the temple’s light, 
And then a black-gowned blonde into my sight 
Clopped down the High, under a battlement. 
Like legend read on pavements in the rain, 
Like thunder echoed by an autumn wall, 
Like lightning in a snow-bound cloistery, 
I gasped to gulp at such translucency, 
I staggered back at that memorial. 
Speared in my turn, I never sneered again.

She was a beautiful, Cheltenham Ladies College blonde from St Hilda’s called Victoria 
Straker, and seeing this Monica-Vitti-look-alike clomping in high heels in a tight black skirt, a 
petal-frothing white blouse, little thin-ribboned black tie and subfusc academic gown, was enough 
to make Frith perform a back-somersault from a cynical modern youth into an enraptured 
Medieval troubadour, as if two feet behind his old self he landed on two new feet Nuova-vitaed. 

He had not expected that the imitatio of the love-lyric would prime him for the 
illumination which had transfigured the lives of Dante and Petrarch, but Frith was stricken with 
the courtly bug, and with hands clasped together in English Perpendicular style he wooed the 
lady, and she gave him the appropriate Medieval answer. He was caught by the process of the 
Submission of the Subject. But he carried on regardless and over the autumn term managed to 
build up a sort of visiting relationship and to be seen around together- “Oxford’s most beautiful 
couple!” said Mike Rudman- which was big of him, as he was one of the Revolutionaries, and was 
later in the theatre to direct all sorts of beauties, and marry them too!- though it was small use, as 



Frith was being wracked by the all-humbling flood that expunges the sparks of vanity- even in 
him! Meanwhile, as Medieval fashion would have it, but this time from inspiration outwards, he 
was back in his digs, prostrate, like Troilus, in the dark with curtains drawn, sighing forth sonnets, 
one or two of which, by college post, he sent to Vicky in St Hilda’s. 

Frith’s first published work, The Lover’s Annual, 1965, reveals in verse the rise and fall of 
this old-style-Gothic love-affair. Its papers are listed in their archive number below, and the full 
text can be accessed on the website. The poems, however, are not all from this encounter, and 
whenever the verses seem to suggest that the affair was anything but Perpendicular, those are the 
relics of the long vacation preceding the Transfiguration, when Frith went hitch-hiking to Sicily for 
a Summer with Rosy. The blend of the two love-affairs produces a situation where Cressida is 
older, as in Chaucer, and the background not of the Greeks besieging Troy but of Revolutionaries 
besieging the Glamourites. 

The work also has an Indian dimension, which Frith contrived when in 2011, after forty 
years of being floored by the job, he found he had sufficient grasp of literary structure to reshape 
the whole poem for the best, along with giving it a social milieu, where the aristocratic values of 
the Trojan Glamourites were under attack from the Greek forces of the Left, Cressida the while 
passing from Trojans to Greeks. For just as British society had been truncated by the march of 
Revolutionary Socialism, Indian society had suffered similar decapitation, as the Princely States 
and later their financial settlements were abolished. In his own time in India, Frith had seen the 
result of this attempt to degrade Indian chivalry, under the friendship and patronage of the Crown 
Prince of Karshawan, who had endured, as had all the princes, the appropriation of state and privy 
purse. This is reflected in a few details of the revised and retitled Troilus. 

Once the poetry was arranged as a poetic drama and typed up as a submission for 
publication, Frith wrote around to see if any publisher would consider it. Anthony Dent, from J. M. 
Dent & Son, replied that he thought he ought to have a look at it, since Chaucer’s Troilus and 
Criseyde was his favourite poem, but if it were anywhere near as good as Chaucer’s, he’d “eat my 
Moss Bros hat!” In 1965 Dents published it, however, about the same time as they published Dylan 
Thomas’ poetic drama Under Milk Wood, which was being staged with Richard Burton as narrator 
in the West End, and just as were the verse plays of Christopher Fry and T. S. Eliot. Frith might 
unwittingly have been about to join the movement of the “bright young things” who, along with 
these authors, had re-assembled after the War- Cecil Beaton, Sir Frederick Ashton, Oliver Messel, 
Sir Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Dame Margot Fonteyn, Sir William Walton: all Glamourites!- to 
shape an age of “New Elizabethans”. 

But instead came the Sixties, and the teenage re-enactment of the Socialist Revolutions, for 
just as the teenagers in China purged their teachers and class enemies in the Cultural Revolution, 
so teenage Britain effectively purged the New Elizabethans, who, it must be said, went down 
without a fight. A fifty-year fashion of teenage grunge then beguiled British intellectuals, who had 
only scorn for the ennobling practices of imitatio. 

Yet nobility is not merely a social class which can be suppressed by envious factions, but 
also a quality in art which endures. And thanks to modern technology, the culture of those New 
Elizabethans still exists in their ballets, films and symphonies, to be relished today by Left and 
Right, Greeks and Trojans, Revolutionaries and Glamourites, to all of whom Frith commends his 
restructured Troilus. 

Narrative and Dramatic Love-poetry
E 1/1 The Lover’s Annual, a Story in Verse,  Medieval-style Love-poetry, 

drama and narrative, set in 60s Oxford, published by JM Dent & Sons, 1965, 
rewritten to highlight its message concerning the 60s, privately issued 
with individually painted covers, as Troilus, 2011


